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Things as citizens as design inquiry
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Hinting Civic Futures
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Figure 5.15: Scenarios for Wehicle 1.0

Submitting Concept
A citizen is submitting his 
concept through the online 
platform.

Innovation Team Building
People are on their way to apply 
for joining the innovation team.

Concept Development
The innovation team is 
developing the selected 
Wehicle concept.

Manufacture
A Wehicle is being 
manufactured in 
Innovation Hub. 

*original picture from Space 10

What is the experience to participate in Wehicle 1.0?

Hinting Civic Futures
Graduation research Sen Lin
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Cities of Things
How can things connect to existing data and cloud services in the 
smart city and act in concert with people?
Lupetti, M.L., Smit, I., Cila, N. (2018), Near Future Cities of Things: Addressing Dilemmas through Design Fiction



Text 
second part

Rush Hour _ Black Sheep Films



Things with agency
Intelligent, fed by the cloud, in conversation with humans



Intelligent artefact

- Connect with existing network
- Collect realtime data
- Act proactively
- Behave socially



Smart city 
paradigms

#1 Data dashboard

#2 Adaptive infrastructure

#3 City of Things



Paradigm #3

Cities of Things

- Things as social entities
- Cannot be controlled (like humans) 

but can be governed
- Need for social contracts 

(pacts, agreements)



Delivery pods
Starship technologies







Ideation of a future scenario characterized 
by provocative design concepts.

TaCIT
Things as Citizens Ideation Toolkit



Dilemmas

Responsibility
private – public

Priority
human – system

Relationship
tool – social partner

Adaptation
human – thing 

Delegation
partial - total
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Research question

What is the role of predictive relations in the 
design practice of the future connected product-
service designer



Changing Things



The Helpful BBQ
Sietse Taams



Master of the party
occasionally





(ecosystem of) things

data

activities while using

















Hardware as a 
platform

Conversations with 
the machines

Beyond screen 
interactions

Context aware, 
rule-based

New type of things



Things are often now composed on the fly 
from a variety of networked resources, both 
physical and digital.
The moment of use is a state in a 
continuous changing hybrid product-
service-system.



Changing Things that can predict

With machine learning mechanisms the 
Changing Things will have knowledge on 
possible futures before the user have these



Things That Predict



When using a 
product/service, 
there will be a 
feedback loop while 
using validating 
anticipated behavior



The user anticipates 
on what will happen 
when forming a 
mental model (t+1), 
based on experiences 
from the past (t-1) 



With smart objects, 
the ‘digital twin’ 
might influence the 
mental model of the 
user.



With a smart object 
fed with predictive 
intelligence, the 
digital twin will be 
formed by predicted 
futures.



Decision making 
might end up in the 
virtual space, 
leaving the user 
with passive use.



“We are all predictors, living by our 
forecasts.”



predict

foresee

envision

forecast

figure
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croak
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judge

think
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intuitive

factual

initiated by me initiated by ‘them’

instinct prophecy

foretellingforecasting



intuitive

factual

initiated by me initiated by ‘them’

instinct prophecy

foretellingforecasting
predictive analytics predictive profiling

behavioral targetingrandomised guess



Predictive relations with Things



Predictive relations with things
Things that predict



Predictive relations through things with ‘the world’
Things that predict





The more complex/opaque/unpredictable the behavior of the 
Thing is, the more anticipation on expected results is steering 
the interaction.
The more complex the Thing the more depending we will be 
on the predictions made. 

That is the moment we will have predictive relations with 
Things.

When things start to predict outcomes, it 
means that it will feed forward on situations 
we did not anticipate.



In the future we will shift continuously between 
the simulated future and the now. 



Tesla Autopilot



If the Things will form a framework for our 
decisions, will we transfer agency to the 
system of things? 
And if we do so, will that limit our agency?



Stewart by Felix Ros





Thought of practitioners
Design = prediction
Predictions as new design material
Hyper-personalization and reversed user journeys
Shared agency with machines
Trust, ethics



Wrap-up



The interaction of predictions and actions 
creates a complex interrelated design space.
Predictive behavior shapes our mental model on the 
acting of Thing. 
At the same time shape our actions the digital model of 
the Thing. 



Bike as partner…



Bike in future context
Project studio Yolo, Master Digital Design AUAS, 2018





OV-fiets bike repair can be predictive. The data collected from all the bikes and their 
life-cycle can inform the status of that one bike. The state of the bike is actively 
communicated to the maintenance officer. The bike can create its own repair plan and 
plan the tasks of the repair shop.
The bike takes an active role in it’s life-cycle management.

Bikes that predict maintenance – phase 1



OV-fiets bike ride can be predictive. All data on trips, roads, rental terms, profile of the 
user, weather conditions, traffic conditions is combined in the bike identity.
The bike has an active dialog with the user. The bike is his companion. Every (boosted) 
bike looks the same, but feels different, based on the preferences of the user. 
The bike takes an active role in the experience of the city.

Bikes that predict city experience – phase 2





unknown knowns?
So how are we going to design for the 



As Things become more and more part of digital 
distributed systems, predictions will reduce the agency 
we will have over our own behavior. 

As Things become more and more part of digital 
distributed systems, predictions will give us 
agency to control the working of Things.



When things around us become parts of digital, distributed 
systems, the job of designers will be to design the 
decisions they make for humans. 

When things around us become parts of digital, 
distributed systems, the job of designers will be 
to design the interface to them. 



Thanks!
@iskandr


